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harry potter and the chamber of secrets is a fantasy adventure directed by chris columbus and produced by david heyman, based on the characters created by j.k. rowling. the film stars daniel radcliffe, rupert grint, emma watson, and was released on june 15, 2002, by warner bros. in the united states and canada. the film was the sequel to the 2001 film harry potter and the philosopher's stone. it is also the first instalment in the series to not be directed by chris columbus and the last film not to be released
during the 21st century. the film was a box office success, grossing $929 million worldwide. a sequel, harry potter and the prisoner of azkaban, was released on july 15, 2004, and a prequel, harry potter and the goblet of fire, was released on june 15, 2005. the film is based on the harry potter books by j. k. rowling. the script was written by steve kloves, jack thorne, steve kloves, j. rowling and david yates. the film was directed by david yates and was produced by david heyman and david barron. yates,

kloves, and rowling served as executive producers, while heyman and barron served as co-producers. the film was distributed by warner bros. pictures. harry potter and the deathly hallows: part 1 (2010) (blu-ray): kicking off with a bang in harry potter and the deathly hallows: part 1, the seventh and final part of the series. the first film opens with harry, ron, and hermione on their way to london, on a train full of death eaters, who are fleeing to the ministry of magic. they find the ministry besieged by the
death eaters, and have to save their friends from the onslaught. harry and ron discover the horcruxes, and ginny discovers her true parentage. they plan to destroy the horcruxes, but voldemort has foreseen their plan, and plots to kill harry, ron, and hermione. the survivors end up in a graveyard, where they run into the ghost of a wizard named bertha jorkins, who reveals that harry is not the son of godric gryffindor.
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hulu offers a 7-day free trial that includes hbo max, so you can watch the harry potter films for free. once your free trial ends, the package costs $14.99 each month. and
if youre an at&t customer, you might want to check to see if you can get hbo max free with your plan. certain packages, including the wireless at&t unlimited elite plan,

come with hbo max. the film was shot in 3d and used imax and imax cameras to give the viewer a sense of the hogwarts castle. the film opened on november 20, 2011 in
the uk and the us and grossed over $811.9 million worldwide. the film won eight academy awards, including best picture and best director for alfonso cuaron. the film was
the first to be released in both 3d and imax and the first to be produced in high-definition video, using digital technology. it was the first film to be simultaneously released
in imax and standard theatres, with the latter screening first. it was also the first to use imax cameras for the majority of the film. the film was a box office success. upon
its release, the worldwide box office was $811,918,175, with the us box office totaling $331,817,633 and canada $40,332,180. the uk, france, germany, and australia all

had grosses of over $100,000,000. the worldwide opening weekend was at $272,977,308, the imax opening weekend at $8,354,101. the 3d opening weekend was at
$121,422,906. the film set a record as the biggest 3d release in box office history at $791,035,000. the film's weekend box office was the highest of any 2011 wide

release film. the film was released in 3d in the uk on december 15, 2011 and had the biggest 3d opening weekend in the uk ever. it also opened in the us and canada and
was released in 3d in the us and canada on november 20, 2011. its opening weekend was a record for 3d films in north america, with $88.8 million, and was the highest-

grossing 3d film until tron: legacy was released two years later. 5ec8ef588b
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